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a young member of the Bursdienschaft named Sand, who felt
that he was avenging the betrayal of German nationalism.
The crime played right into Metternich's hand. Frederick
William and the other rulers of Germany were frightened into
supporting his proposal for a conceited effort to root out all
" liberal " tendencies in central Europe. At a conference held
at Carlsbad, in Bohemia, their first care was to limit the scope
of the famous Article XIII of the Federal Constitution (N4i),
by declaring that no state might adopt institutions " inconsistent
with monarchical principles." They then went on to formulate
the carlsbad decrees (September 1819). The Burschenschaft
and Gymnastic Unions were dissolved. Each state was to
nominate a curator for its university to watch the conduct of its
members and report any subversive tendencies. A severe
censorship of the Press was instituted. Finally, a commission
was set up at Maintz to enquire into the ramifications of the
great revolutionary plot which (it was alleged) was on foot all
over Germany.
Metternich had now got German liberalism safely gagged and
fettered. For the next thirty years he assumed that the Carlsbad
Decrees gave the Austrian police a special responsibility for
repression and espionage throughout central Europe. All
freedom of thought and expression disappeared, and the edu-
cated classes could only watch wistfully the progress of liberty
in other countries, notably in France and England. The
Chancellor's attitude is \vell expressed in his paean of triumph
on leaving Carlsbad : "I have defeated the German Revolution
just as I vanquished the Conqueror of the World. The
revolutionaries thought me far away : they were deceived.
1 was in the midst of them, and now I am dealing my
blows."
§ 91. peninsular revolts.—He had not as yet been able to
apply his policy to southern Europe, however, and in the course
of the following year revolutionary disturbances broke out in
Spain, in Portugal and in Naples.

